This overview aims to provide you with enough
information to be able to share and
discuss the activities being covered in
school with your child.

Ash Class

It may also provide opportunities for you to
visit places of interest connected with
the learning taking place at school.
It may be that having read the overview you
are able to offer experiences and/or
resources to enrich your child’s learning
experiences. If that is so, please do
contact us!

Spring term 2020
This pamphlet outlines the content
of the curriculum to be covered
this term.

Maths:

Music:

RE:

Listen and learn about a different
style of ‘In The Groove’ and Bossa
Nova Latin style music.
Children will Compose their own
pieces using voice and instruments.
Learn a Neil Armstrong
Song.

What makes some places
significant?
What makes some places
sacred to believers?
How do we show we care for
others? Why does it matter?

Measures – The Language of Comparing
Length, Height, Mass and Speed Sequencing
Events – Days of the Week and Months of
the Year
Numbers to Twenty – Adding and subtracting
using ‘Think 10’, continuing to use part -part
whole method. One more one less, difference
and more and fewer. Problem solving. Money
Coins and Combinations to 20p, Ordering
and Comparing. Counting in 2s, 5s 10s.
•Measures – Non-standard Measures and
Introducing Simple Standard Measures

English:
Handwriting practice beginning to
Join. Developing understanding of
sentence structure. Exploring
funny stories and write their own.
Writing a set of instructions through
the story of ‘Don’t Let the
Pigeon Stay up Late’.
Poetry- Sprig poems including Haikus

PSHCE:
Growth Mind Set: Growing our brains and
setting ourselves goals to work towards,
starting with a new years resolution.
Recognising our good qualities and skills.
Values: Peace and Determination

Computing:
What different types of media
Tools are available to us?
Using software to create our own
interactive story.

Science:

Topic:
Transport

What are the properties of
everyday objects? What material
Should we use for Teddy’s
Waterproof coat?
Are fruit and vegetables plants?
What are the parts of a plant?
What are the parts of a tree?

Art/DT:

PE:

What makes a vehicle move?
Designing our own moving vehicles
Using wheels and axels.
Who is Georgia O’Keefe and what
Influenced her work?
Using a range of art mediums to
create work in the style of Georgia O’keefe

Gymnastics
Dance
Football
Tri-Golf

History/Geography:
Famous people linked to Transport, what did they
Invent/discover?
How have they influenced our lives?
What are the countries and capitals that make up the
United Kingdom?
What key features are known to the those areas
i.e. key tourist attractions, food.

